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#CaleffiClassic Champion Announced 
 

MILWAUKEE, WISC. – Monday, Nov. 18, 2019   Hey batta batta batta!  The #CaleffiClassic photo 
contest was in full swing this past October on Caleffi North America's Instagram feed.  We're proud 
to announce the grand prize winner:  Michael Flynn (@flynnstone1) of Service Professionals 
(Union, N.J.).  His installation photo was not only selected as a daily winner by our Ask Caleffi 
judges thereby advancing his installation to the "championship round", but he also received the 
most votes by our Coffee with Caleffi™ audience during a recently held webinar, determining Flynn 
the champion.  He selected $1000 worth of Caleffi product for the grand prize.   
 
Flynn's impressive installation featured beautifully piped NTI TFT201 boilers, an 80 gallon indirect 
water heater with 11 heating zones and a Caleffi hydraulic separator.  Said Flynn, "The 
#CaleffiClassic contest held on Instagram was incredible. Competing against really great tradesmen 
was fun. Being chosen and coming out on top was a great accomplishment. I really do put my whole 
heart into my work and it’s amazing to know that it’s noticed by others. The Caleffi brand truly 
delivers; nothing short of excellence shines through with the company. They know how to make a 
quality product. The 2” hydro sep we used on the winning job was a breeze to install. It made it easy 
to achieve hydraulic separation on the twinned NTI boilers from the heating zones." 
 
Stay tuned to our Instagram feed at @caleffi_na where we feature quality installations, tips of the 
trade and exciting contests. 
 
Photo:  (l-r)  Bryan Nowill (Caleffi), Michael Flynn and Connor Bogda (Service Professionals).  Flynn 
is holding his grand prize:  an AutoFill™ combo with backflow preventer and DISCAL® air separator 
with rotating collar. 
 
CALEFFI – Creating innovative, superior performance products that help customers live 
comfortably and economically, while softening their impact on the environment. 
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